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Luxury brands are making their mark, male and female consumers are experimenting with makeup concepts, and shoppers signal the need to revamp in-store experiences.

This report looks at the following areas:

• The effects of the cost-of-living crisis on the colour cosmetics market
• The purchase and use of colour cosmetics by category in the 12 months to June 2023
• Usage of and interest in select makeup concepts, with sustainable and customisable formulations taking the lead
• Barriers to makeup purchase, with financial concerns being prominent
• Attitudes towards colour cosmetics, which show that the in-store experience can be reconsidered
• Launch activity and innovation, which shows a need for an increase in convenience, skin protection and health benefit claims

Two years of surging prices and economic uncertainty have put a damper on consumer spending and financial confidence. However, the colour cosmetics sector has once again proven resilient, as makeup users turn to beauty to treat themselves with small luxuries.

Despite financial constraints, consumers are still willing to experiment with makeup. Celebrity launches are engaging, with more male than female makeup shoppers showing interest (64% vs 36%). Personalised products are particularly exciting, with 50% of makeup buyers and 63% of shoppers who buy pricier goods being interested in a formulation designed for them, an opportunity that luxury and premium brands in particular can tap into.
As the economy recovers in the next few years, retailers will have an ideal chance to rethink the in-store experience. 76% of makeup buyers have a preference towards self-selection, and 70% prefer to shop by product rather than by brand.

A major threat for the segment is that consumer confidence will take months, if not years, to catch up, which will impact spending. Price transparency and versatile formulations can offset that.

Men should not be overlooked, as 28% of them use face makeup and 15% nail makeup. What’s more, 27% purchase pricier products, and male BPC buyers under 35 are most likely to say that buying luxury products makes them feel good.
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Key issues covered in this Report
• Overview

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• The five year outlook for colour cosmetics

Market context
• First signs of economic recovery
• A balance between treat mentality and cautious spending persists

Mintel predicts
• Market size and forecast
• Easing of the cost-of-living crisis will bring an appetite for new products and concepts
• Sales growth of 14% is expected by 2028

Opportunities
• Leverage the treat mentality to encourage experimentation
• Highlight quality and status to pique men’s interest
• Find diverse avenues to offer personalised products
• Lead with health claims by highlighting star ingredients
• Revamp the in-store experience
• Rethink sampling solutions

The competitive landscape
• Slight market polarisation...
• ...but well-known brands continue to dominate the market
  - Graph 1: company share of colour cosmetics, by value, 2022

MARKET DRIVERS
The German economy
  - Graph 2: key economic data, in real terms, 2019-24
• Inflation slows down – but remains at a higher level
• Inflation is still the key factor affecting consumers’ finances...
  - Graph 3: financial confidence index, 2022-23
• A strong private label market
Continued demand for feel-good beauty
Flexible working models impact makeup usage
The European Commission adopted measures restricting synthetic polymer microparticles

WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

Purchase of face makeup
- Staple products are still below the 2019 average...
  - Graph 4: women’s purchase of face makeup, by product type, 2019 and 2023
  - Graph 5: women’s purchase of any face makeup, by age group, 2018-23
- Appeal to women over 50...
- ...on their own terms
  - Graph 6: men’s purchase of face makeup, by product type and age group, 2023
- Male makeup users under 55 own up to two face products...
  - Graph 7: women’s face makeup repertoires, by age group, 2023
- Offer practical and convenient solutions for men

Purchase of lip, eye and nail colour
- Engagement across categories is high...
  - Graph 8: purchase of lip, eye and nail colour, by product category, 2023
  - Graph 9: women’s purchase of lip makeup, by product type, 2019-23
- Experiment with unique textures to spark curiosity
  - Graph 10: women’s purchase of eye makeup, by product type, 2023
  - Graph 11: women’s purchase of nail products, by type, 2019-23
- Press home the advantage with press-on nails

Makeup purchase behaviour
- Graph 12: consumers’ value-driven makeup purchase behaviour, 2023
- Graph 13: consumers’ interest-driven makeup purchase behaviour, 2023
- Offer flexible payment options
- Make luxury makeup more accessible to men

Barriers to makeup purchase
- Germans are finding ways to save
  - Graph 14: barriers to makeup purchase, 2023
- Offer versatile formulas for multiple looks
Use of and interest in select makeup concepts

Interest in sustainable choices
- Graph 15: consumers’ use of and interest in select sustainable makeup options, by generation, 2023
  - Innovate in multifunctional options for different demographics
  - Make refillables accessible
  - Take it a step further and offer recycling programs for refills

Interest in experimentation
- Graph 16: consumers’ use of and interest in experimenting with makeup, by age group, 2023
  - Stand out with texture changes
  - Harness the treat mentality...
  - ...to capitalise on celebrity launches

Interest in product formulation
- Graph 17: consumers’ use of and interest in makeup formulation options, 2023
  - Fuel curiosity with personalised products
  - Provide customised solutions to high spenders
  - Enhance the in-store experience through customisation
  - Give consumers a say

Attitudes towards colour cosmetics
- Consumers are signalling a need to revamp in-person shopping
  - Graph 18: consumers’ preferences related to in-store purchasing, 2023
  - CHAID analysis: attitudes towards shopping for makeup
  - Rethink the in-store experience
  - Adjust store layouts
  - Ensure safe in-store sampling
  - Offer alternative sampling methods
  - Create an integrated sampling and shopping space online
  - Germans favour convenience and are conscious of formulation
    - Graph 19: behaviours towards makeup, 2023
  - Zone in on women over 55 and men to boost daily usage of premium products
  - Germans are mindful of product formulation

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION
- Luxury brands continue to dominate launch activities
  - Graph 20: launches in colour cosmetics, by top 10 ultimate companies, 2021-23
  - The ascent of prestige beauty
Refillable luxury
- Graph 21: launches in colour cosmetics, by the top five convenience claims, 2021-23
- Convenient packaging is still an untapped opportunity

Face makeup launches
- Long-lasting and moisturising claims lead face makeup launches
  - Graph 22: launches in face colour cosmetics, by the top 10 claims, 2021-23
- Innovate in makeup with UV protection
- Underline health and anti-ageing benefits of sun-safe makeup
  - Graph 23: launches in face colour cosmetics, by product-tested claims, 2019-23
- Cater to men’s interests in colour cosmetics

Eye and lip makeup launches
- Graph 24: launches in eye colour cosmetics, by the top five claims, 2018 and 2023
- Make application more accessible
- Stand out with collectible packaging
  - Graph 25: launches in lip colour cosmetics, by the top five claims, 2021-23

Nail makeup launches
- Graph 26: launches in nail colour cosmetics, by top five claims, 2021-23
- Offer health-boosting formulations for self-care

Advertising and marketing activity
- Movie themes prevail...
- ...but there is room to stand out with more unique collaborations...
- ...and to continue expansion to different platforms
- Make way for male brand ambassadors
- "We want to be part of the beauty world"
- Other avenues to engage consumers: colour cosmetics and mental health
- A sticky collaboration
- Maybelline's virtual makeup looks for Microsoft Teams

MARKET SHARE
- Slight market polarisation amid economic uncertainty
- Luxury brands are making their mark

MARKET SIZE, SEGMENTATION AND FORECAST
- Colour cosmetics: category outlook
- Growth of 14% expected by 2028
Market segmentation
- Recovery across all segments, mostly driven by inflation
- Recovery across all segments, mostly driven by inflation
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Appendix – products covered, abbreviations, consumer research methodology and language usage
- Products covered in this Report
- Abbreviations
- Consumer research methodology
- CHAID analysis – methodology
- CHAID analysis: attitudes towards shopping for makeup
- A note on language

Appendix – market size and central forecast methodology
- Forecast methodology
- Forecast methodology – fan chart
- Market size – value
- Market forecast and prediction intervals – value
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